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The invention Is described in the following statement:-
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FIELD OF THE INVENTION

The present Invention relates to an apparatus and method for providing a

plurality of games.

5 The invention has been developed primarily for use with a gaming machine or

a plurality of interlinked gaming tenminals in one or more gaming

establishments and will be described hereinafter predominantly with reference

to this application. However, the invention is not limited to that particular field

of use and is also suitable for use with online gaming, lotto, pools, lotteries, art

10 unions, bingo, raffles and other games involving one or more wagers being

placed upon an outcome having a finite probability of occurring. Additionally,

the invention Is applicable to any type of gaming, such as gaming that may be

entered into on a personal computer via the Internet, for example.

15 BACKGROUND

The discussion of the prior art within this specification is to assist the

addressee understand the invention and is not an admission of the extent of

the common general knowledge in the field of the invention and is included

without prejudice.

20

It is known to "link" gaming terminals to provide a number of additional

functionalities. This includes the ability to control the awarding of a prize, as

the pool of available funds is greater and the amount of funds available is

known rather than having to be estimated. Another functionality of interlinked

25 gaming tenninals is that secondary gaming is possible. For example, for a

given group of interiinked gaming terminals, a central display provides the

gamers with a visual indication of a presently available jackpot prize that is

being incrementally increased as the gamers operate the interlinked gaming

terminals.

30

It Is known by the gamers that the prize will be awarded when it is

incremented to a randomly selected value that is less than a predefined value.

Typically, the predefined value vM also be visually indicated to the gamers by
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the display. The use of such functionality is Intended to provide additional

impetus to the gamers to play the temilnals and thereby win the jackpot prize

In addition to any prize available to be awarded by the respective terminal.

5 It Is known in gaming systems to specify the proportion of what a player Inputs

to a game that is returned to that player. This measure Is referred to as the

Return to Player (RTP) amount and is expressed as a percentage of ttie

player Input l.e. as the RTP percentage. The RTP can be described as the

proportion of the value Input by a player that contributes to the prizes paid out

10 by the machine. The actual value of the RTP is determined by the attributes of

the gaming device itself I.e. the likelihood of a winning combinatton accruing

within a specified time period. Where the gaming device is a so called a

"pokie" or "frulf machine, the RTP% is detennlned by the probability of the

winning combinations of symbols occurring on the reels over a given time. The

15 time over which the RTP% is calculated Is referred to as a cycle and is the

number of plays of the game that would need to be played so that all possible

sequences of symbols appear to the player.

As noted above, gaming machines may be linked to other such machines to

20 provide secondary gaming facilities such as a communal jackpot i.e. a jackpot

that can be won by playing any one of an associated group of machines. The

communal jackpot is available over and above the possible prizes from the

base game being played on each Individual machine. In this situation the

RTP% is split between the base game and the communal game. The

25 manufacturers of the gaming system traditionally determine the proportion of

the split.

Many gaming systems are governed by laws which may be different from one

jurisdiction to another. Commonly these laws require a minimum RTP% for a

30 particular category of game. Also, when games are linked to other games the

overall RTP% for the linked games as a whole must provide the defined

RTP% threshold. When new games are created, their perfonnriance may be

difficult to establish theoretically as their actual perfomiance may be erratic or



volatile. This results In large overheads In establishing the exact perfomnance

of games before they can be Installed. It is highly risky to install a new game

Into a complex gaming system when the new game has not been sufficiently

tested.

5

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

It is an object of the present Invention to overcome or ameliorate at least one

of the disadvantages of the prior art, or to provide a useful altennative.

10 According to a first aspect of the present invention there is provided a method

for providing a plurality of games, each game having a measurable

performance that determines prizes awarded to a user, comprising the steps

of:

providing a first game having controllable performance over a variable

IS period of time; and

providing a second game, associated witii flie first game, the second

game having a predetemiined peri'ormance over a predetenmined number of

game plays.

20 In a preferred embodiment the metiiod comprises ttie further step of

controlling the perfomnance of the first game In dependence on an element of

the perfomiance of the second game. Preferably the element of perfomiance

of the second game Is the turnover of the second game. Altematlvely the

element of performance of tiie second game is the prizes awarded in the

25 second game over a given time. Alternatively the element of perfomnance is

tiie number of game plays of ttie second game over a given time. In some

embodiments a plurality of elements of the perfomnance of the second game

are used In the control of the perfomnance of the first game.

30 In another embodiment, the perfomnance of the first game is controlled in

response to a random trigger or a time dependent trigger. Preferably tiie

performance of the first game in response to tiie trigger continues for a

predetermined time, in a furtiner embodiment the second game is linked to a
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thirtl game. Preferably the third game has predetermined performance over a

predetermined number of game plays.

In some embodiments the first and second games are provided by the same

5 gaming machine. In another embodiment the second game is provided by a

gaming machine and the first game is provided by a collocated apparatus. In

some embodiments the second game is provided by a gaming machine and

the first game is provided by a remote apparatus, in a further embodiment the

control of the first game Is earned out In accordance \wlth a set of parameters.

10 Preferably the set of parameters can be reset remotely. In other embodiments

the first game Is pro>dded from a remote source over a networic In further

embodiments the first game is provided In response to the award of a prize for

the second or third game to another user.

15 According to a .second aspect of the present invention there Is provided

apparatus for providing a plurality of games, each game having a measurable

perfomnance that detemnlnes prizes awarded to a user, comprising:

first gaming means providing a game having controllable performance

over a variable period of time; and

20 second gaming means, associated with the first gaming means and

providing a game having a predetermined performance over a predetennlned

number of game plays.

Unless the context clearly requires othenwise, throughout the specification the

25 words "comprise", "comprising" and the like are to be construed in an inclusive

as opposed to en exclusive sense; that is to say, in the sense of "included, but

not limited to".

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

30 Prefen-ed embodiments of the Invention will now be described, by way of

example only, with reference to the accompanying drawings In which:

Figure 1 is a schematic representation of a gaming system comprising gaming

terminals;
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Figure 2 Is a schematic representation of a bonus game panel associated with

one of the gaming tenninais of figure 1

;

Figure 3 Is a schematic representation of the hardware associated with each

of the .gaming system of figure 1 ; and

5 Figure 4 Is a flow chart showing steps performed by the gaming machines of

figure 1

.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

Figure 1 shows a gaming system 101 comprising a number of gaming

10 machines 103 In communication with an auxiliary game controller 105 via a

network 107. Each gaming machine 103 comprises a screen 111 for

displaying a base game that the terminal 103 offers, and a set of user controls

113 through which a user (not shown) inputs their choices In the running of the

base game. Each gaming machine 103 has a payment port 115 such as a

15 coin slot or electronic card reader to enable the user to pay for the base game

to be played.

in iBturn for a user submitting a suitable payment via the payment port: 1 19 the

gaming machine 103 enables the user to play the base game which is a game

20 of chance. The base game may result in the user winning a prize. The

likelihood of a gaming machine 103 awarding a prize for a particular game

play Is determined by the design of the base game. The base game is

designed to pay out In prizes a percentage of what users pay In over a

predetermined number of game plays l.e. the Return To Player% (RTP%)..

25

In the present embodiment, tfie user is provided with a bonus game which is

played in conjunction with the base game. The bonus game is also a game of

chance but requires no user contribution In order to play the garrie. The bonus

game Is run automatically In conjunction with tiie base game. White the base

30 game has an RTP% there Is no such measure for the bonus game. Instead,

the bonus game prizes are paid from a separate bonus game prize resource

under the control of the auxiliary game controller 105 as will be described In

detail below.
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Figure 2 shows a bonus game panel 201 associated with one of the gaming

machines 103. The bonus game panel 201 is located adjacent a start button

203 of the gaming machine 103. The bonus game panel 201 comprises a

5 three part display 205 a "Credit or Token" button 207 and an information panel

209. The display 205 is arranged to show the progress of the bonus game

which is started in response to the activation of the start button 203 for the

base game. The base game and the bonus game play at the same time. The

button 207 is operable when a prize is won in the bonus game and enables

10 the user to select their prefenred prize type, in the present embodiment the

user has a choice between a tolcen that can be redeemed against a prize or to

have the monetary value of the prize transferred into credit for playing the

base game. The information panel 209 contains user instructions and

infonmation for the bonus game and its prize payout.

15

In the present embodiment, the bonus game is represented by three symbols

in the display 205 which change in response to the activation of the start

button 203. If a predetermined symbol is displayed at the end. of the game

play, then a prize is awarded. In this embodiment the predetermined symbol

20 is the star symbol, as shown in figure 2 in the upper portion of the display 205.

The bonus game appears to the user to be a game with a random chance of

winning. However, the game is arranged to provide a predetermined value of

prizes over a predetermined time and may be governed by other factors such

as the turnover of the gaming machine 103 as is described in detail below.

25

Once the predetermined time has expired, the prize value been paid out or the

turnover threshold been passed then no further prizes are paid out until the

bonus game is reset. In the meantime, the bonus game continues to play in

conjunction with the base game but no win symbols appear in display 205.

30 Normal circumstances for the bonus game can be defined as when the time

has not run out, the prize value has not reached zero and the tumover

threshold has not been passed. In these normal circumstances, useful data on

the performance of the bonus game is collected which can be used to
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establish the likely performance of the game, for example. If it were used as a

base game in a gaming machine. Outside of the normal circumstances i.e.

when winning symbols are suppressed, the data may not be useful. The

offering of prizes by the bonus game helps to promote the use of the game so

5 that useful data can be gathered more quickly. The bonus game also serves

to promote the use of the base game and any other connected games.

Figure 3 illustrates a part of the hardware of the gaming machine 103 and the

auxiliary game controller 105. The bonus game panel 201 is connected to a

10 bonus game controller 301 which is connected to a token output device 303.

The bonus game controller 301 is connected to a base game controller 305

which is connected to a memory 307 and the revenue input device 115. The

bonus game controller 301 is also connected via the network 107 to a bonus

game supervisor unit 309 in the auxiliary game controller 105. The bonus

15 game supervisor unit is connected to a memory 31 1

.

The revenue input device 119 is operable to accept monetary input from a

user in the form of coins or notes, tokens, payment card or other suitable form

of payment. The revenue input device 119 indicates the amount of the

20 payment to the game controller 301 , which responds by adding the input value

to the memory 307. The memory 307 Is used to store input values and log

them against output prizes. The base game controller 301 is the element in

the gaming machine that runs the base game in response to user commands

input via the control panel 117 (figure 1). The base game controller 301 also

25 controls the paying out prizes for the base game as they are won.

The bonus game processor 301 runs the bonus game and displays the results

on the bonus game control 201. When a prize is awarded in the bonus game,

the bonus game processor 301 responds to the user's input via button 207 to.

30 either issue a prize token via the bonus token output device 303 or to

communicate the monetary value of the prize to the base game controller 305

for addition to the users current credit for the base game. The "Credit or

Token" button 207 offers each option in an alternating fashion to enable the
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user to make the appropriate choice between receiving a credit or a token.

A noted above, the bonus game is designed to pay out a preset amount of

prizes In a preset time. In addition, the bonus game only awards prizes when

5 the tumover of the base game is within a set of limits. The preset time, preset

prize value and the turnover thresholds are set by the control of the bonus

game supervisor unit 309 over the network 107. The bonus game processor

301 is also anranged to collect data from the base game (tumover, prize

payout, user behavior) along with data from the bonus game. This Is

10 transmitted to the bonus game supervisor unit 309 and stored In the memory

311. The data can then be used to detemnine the peri'ormance of the bonus

game and its effect on user behavior.

The supervisor unit 309 is arranged to either reset the preset time, prize value

15 or tumover thresholds periodically or under the control of the system

supervisor. Also, the supervisor unit is capable of changing the game offered

as the bonus game. Game programs are stored in the memory 311 and

downloaded to the bonus game processor 309. The download of alternative

games can be programmed to occur at certain time intervals or in response to

20 one or more performance criteria of the base or bonus game such as tumover

or level of prize payout.

The operating process of a bonus game processor 301 in one of the gaming

machines 103 will now be described with reference to the flow chart of figure

25 4. On setup, the time and prize limits are set and the revenue thresholds

defined. Processing then holds at step 401 until the start button 203 is

activated for the base game. Processing then moves to step 403 where a

check is carried out to detenmine If the preset time for the bonus game to pay

out prizes has expired and if so processing moves to step 405. At step 405 the

30 processing holds until tiie time is reset and in the interim the bonus game

continues to play but without paying out prizes. When the time Is reset then

processing moves to step 407. SImilariy. if at step 403 the time as not expired

then processing moves to step 407.
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At step 407, a check is carried out to determine if the prize payout limit has

been reached and if so processing moves to step 409. At step 409 the

processing holds until the prize limit is reset and in the interim the bonus game

5 continues to play but without paying out prizes. When the prize limit is reset

then processing moves to step 411. Similariy, if at step 407 the prize limit as

not been reached then processing moves to step 41 1.

At step 411. a check is carried out to determine if the turnover threshold has

10 been reached and if so processing moves to step 413. At step 409 the

processing holds until the turnover threshold is reset and in the Interim the

bonus game continues to play but without paying out prizes. When the

tumover threshold is reset then processing moves to step 415. Similariy, if at

step 41 1 the tumover threshold has not been reached then processing moves

15 to step 415.

At step 415, the game sequence is played, the result displayed in the display

205 and the processing moves to step 417. At step 417, the data for the

bonus game and the base game are logged and transmitted to the supervisor

20 unit 309. Processing then moves to step 419 where if a win has occunred on

the bonus game processing moves on to step 421 . If no win has occurred then

processing returns to step 401 and awaits a further actuation of the start

button 203.

25 At step 421 the button 207 is activated to enable the user to choose between

the prize being awarded as a credit to the base game or as a prize token. If

credit Is selected then processing moves to step 423 where a signal Is sent to

the base game controller to add the prize value to the credit meter for the

base game and processing returns to step 401. If at step 421 a token is

30 chosen then processing moves to step 425 where the bonus token output

device 303 is instructed to produce the appropriate token for the user.

Processing then returns to step 401 and continues as described above.
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Embodiments of the invention provide a way to carry out promotional activity

for a gaming system automatically and to control ttie time and spend of such

activity.

5 In other embodiments, the bonus game is provided on a single gaming

machine that includes the functions of the auxiliary game controller described

above I.e. the bonus game is provided in a stand-alone environment. In other

embodiments the bonus game may be provided without the functions of the

auxiliary controller as a single use game. In other words, once the time or

10 prize limit has expired the game cannot be reset. In another embodiment the

game in the stand-alone gaming machine can be reset but the parameters of

operation are not changeable.

in anotlier embodiment the networic 107 Is a local or wide area networlc. In

IS other embodiments the bonus game is associated with a linked gaming

system where users are able to participate In more than one game at a time in

addition to the bonus game. One or more of the games may be played over a

networlc of gaming de>dces. In some embodiments one or more game plays of

the bonus game are awarded to the user by way of consultation for missing a

20 linlced jackpot or loosing an associated game.

In some embodiments the bonus game may not be physically linked to a

gaming machine but distant from it. In other embodiments the bonus game is

player spedfic with a players individual choice of game being provided in

25 response to a user playing an associated gaming machine. In some

embodiments the user's detail are recorded and retrieved for use in the user's

individual bonus game. The details may include user specifk: triggers for prize

payouts such as a player specific turnover threshold, time limit or time

v\nndows, or pri2» limits. In some embodiments prizes may be non-monetary.

30

In another embodiment the bonus game functionality Is provided on a

computer chip Installed at manufacture, or as a chip or card for post

manufacture installatfon or by software instellatfon or download. Any game
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can be used as a bonus game as long as the outcome can be predetemiined

so that the game pays out the required amount of prizes within a given time if

applicable. The bonus game can be used to trial new games to establish their

actual performance as opposed to their theoretical performance and collect

5 data on user's response to those games.

As a post-manufacture addition to a gaming system, embodiments of the

present invention may extend the life of a gaming machine. Use of the system

embodying the invention and observation of user behavior may provide the

10 operator with a better understanding of the players* preferences and the

game's performance enabling improved marlceting and design of future

gaming systems.

In further embodiments, the information panel of the bonus game control may

15 be provided separately from the panel itself or absent. The Information panel

may be arranged to reveal or "pop up" when requested by a user. The control

panel may be provided using any combination of traditional switches and

displays or touch screens and so called "soft buttons". The hardware block

arrangements and software steps used in the above description and

20 respective figures may be varied to suit different applications. The functionally

described hardware blocks and software steps may be joined, split or

modified. The split control feature may be provided as a software and/or

hardware upgrade to the design of existing gaming machines.

25 It will be understood by those skilled in the art that the apparatus that

embodies a part or all of the present invention may be a general purpose

device having software arranged to provide a part or all of an embodiment of

the invention. The device could be single device or a group of devices and the

software could be a single program or a set of programs. Furthenmore, any or

30 all of the software used to Implement the invention can be communicated via

various transmission or storage means such as computer network, floppy disc,

CD-Rom or magnetic tape so that the software can be loaded onto one or

more devices.
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Although the invention has been described with reference to specific

embodiments, it will be appreciated by those skilled In the art that it may be

embodied in other forms.

DATED this 1
0"" day of May 2004

BALDWIN SHELSTON WATERS

Attorneys for: PALTRONICS AUSTRALASIA PTY LTD
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